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ABSTRACT 

 

Healthcare is the major problem that faces the individuals 

around the world especially oldsters and disables. The 

development of the object to object technology (Internet of 

things (IoT)) is improved until it can be used to overcome the 

healthcare problem. The progress of the IoT extends to help 

the science in remote healthcare and predict the disease of the 

patients before it happened. But with these improvements the 

patient data become in danger because the patient data are 

sent from patient side over the internet to the physician so it 

becomes available for any attackers to attack the data and 

modified or stolen it in its way to the doctor or to the patient. 

So the healthcare field is having a security and privacy issue. 

This paper introduces system that can solve this problem by 

changing the data before it leaves the patient. So the transfer 

data is secured enough to protect the patients' data. The 

proposed system using a three technique one for encoding 

data to change the shape of data and compressed it and one 

technique for encrypt encoded data with AES but with rotated 

key and last one for make an authentication mechanism to 

protect data from output access and permit any person that 

have username and password credential to access patient's 

data. The authentication mechanism is built at the website 

with a private IP the proposed system is developed with low 

cost hardware to minimize the cost of the product with high 

efficiency. 

Keywords 

Internet of medical things (IoMT), threats and attacks, 

security, encoding, decoding, encryption, decryption and 

authentication. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In 21st, the science especially computer science and 

information technology have moved towards to a new 

technology called internet of things (IoT). IoT field connects 

all objects surrounding us with each other by using some 

computing terms as the sensor, microcontrollers, transmitter, 

receiver and etc. [1]. IoT has a lot of application such as smart 

home, smart cities, agriculture in IoT and healthcare system. 

The available healthcare system is unacceptable because of 

the higher operational cost and not familiar with the patient 

[2]. So IoT move towards improving individual healthy.  IoT 

in the field of a healthcare system is still in the first step of 

advancement [3] and it called internet of medical things 

(IoMT). IoMT is maintained by connecting some of the 

medical sensors with microcontrollers. Now, IoMT tries to 

connect all stakeholders of healthcare systems such as 

physicians, patients, and hospital staff although of their 

different locations. On the internet of medical things (IoMT) 

data move over the network to be sent from patient to 

physician to become easy for the physician to monitor his 

patient but hackers can attack this data over the network then 

modified this data it or steal it so the data have been 

transmitted over network become in a risk So the big 

challenge faces IoMT application is how to keep data secure.  

One of the motivations behind the paper that Scientists agree 

that there are 6 technologies to make IoT network secure. The 

6 technology are IoT Network Security, authentication, 

Encryption, security-side-channel attacks, Interface 

protection, Delivery mechanisms, System development and 

Security analytics and threat prediction [4] and also there is a 

report presented by Hewlett Packard on the state of security in 

the Internet of Things and internet of medical things and 

shows the risks that needed to get solution to protect and 

private the data of IoT. The following table (table 1) shows 

security problem that faces IoMT and IoT according Hewlett 

Packard report [5]. 
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Security problem Percentage 

Insufficient authentication 80% 

Unencrypted communication 70% 

Privacy concerns 80 % 

The objective of our research is secure patient data, improve 

the health of the individual, and improve care quality, predict 

the disease before it happens and maintain patient data 

privacy. This paper focuses on creating an IoMT security 

system with the advantage that system is robust, low cost 

hardware and free software source. The task of the proposed 

system is secure and private all human vital parameter that is 

measured by the medical sensor and transfers the secured data 

to the physician over the internet So the main concern of is 

reset of this paper is make an authentication, encryption and 

encoded method to secure this data. In section II, the paper 

introduces the internet of things and its application and 

introduce internet of medical things than discuss the challenge 

face IoMT. In Section III, paper discuss some of the related 

work, and the paper describes the proposed system in section 

IV, then the paper presents the result and performance 

evaluation at section V, at section VI, the paper concludes the 

work and introduce our future works. 

2. Background 
Internet of things is the five stage of the development of the 

internet [2]. The following figure (fig1) shows the stage of the 

development internet.  

 
 

 
Internet of things is the thing to thing communication that 

depends on the small thing called sensor which is responsible 

for gather data from the environment and sent the data to 

microcontrollers [6]. In IoT, sensors collect data of 

environment to be used anywhere and anytime and processing 

this data in any way [7].   IoT is not a new technology since 

there are 18.2 billion devices are connected through IoT 

concept so it is a hot field in the world nowadays [8]. Internet 

of things has a lot of application so the paper discusses the 

application of IoT at first. 

 

A. Application of IOT 

From building automation and smart factories to wearables, 

the IoT is omnipresent on every side of our lives. It makes 

developing applications simpler with hardware, software,  and 

assistance to link anything to the internet. IoT pledge to bring 

formidable value to the life of the people. If we are able to 

connect all things in our world, we will achieve labor that will 

really seem like the charm. But because IoT is the vast field 

and far-reaching of a concept, we have found that many are 

confused about what the potential applications for IoT are 

exactly. But because IoT is the vast field and far-reaching of a 

concept, we have found that many are confused about what 

the potential applications for IoT are exactly. Table 2 gives 

some Internet of Things applications to clear thing up. In the 

following table, we will identify six key markets for the IoT 

with potential for exponential growth. 

 

The advancement of the IoT leads a big revolution in the 

Healthcare the big example that describes the pervious 

statement that 60 % of the organization has already changed 

their traditional healthcare system to IoMT systems because 

they realize that IoMT saves costs, improve their visibility, 

customer experience and incoming money [16]. Because of 

increasing the reliability, accuracy and good work of the 

microelectronics and sensor devices, IoT plays an important 

role in the healthcare field. Researchers are the concern with a 

connecting medical sensor and introduce healthcare services 

to make a digitalize IoMT product that helps individuals [17]. 

According to WHO, Pakistan faces a problem of health and 

the average age of people in Pakistan are 64.5 years for males 

and 67.3 years for females [15] So the existence of IoT field 

in the healthcare system is very important now to these 

countries. According to Reenita Das report at Forbes, there 

are ten Ways the Internet of Medical Things Is 

Revolutionizing Senior Care such as Vitals-Tracking 

Wearable, Medication Adherence Tools, Virtual Home 

Assistants, Portable Diagnostics Devices and Personal 

Emergency Response Systems [18].   

This paper focuses on develops portable Diagnostics devices 

this help patient to save his health. IoMT system must be 

consisting of the two system one for patient and another for 

IoT 

application 

Descriptions 

 

 

Smart Home 

The smart home is probably the most communal IoT 

application at the moment because it is the one that is most 

affordable and easily available to consumers. There are 

hundreds of products on the market that users can control with 

their voices to make their lives more connected than ever [9]. 

 

 

 

Wearables 

 

Watches are no longer just for showing time. The Apple 

Watch and other smart watches on the market have changed 

our wrists into smartphone holsters by allowing text 

messaging, phone calls, and more. And devices such as Fitbit 

and Jawbone have revolutionized the fitness world by 

supplying people more data about their workouts [10]. 

 

 

Smart Cities 

The IoT has the Ability to mutate entire cities by resolving 

real problems citizens face each day. With the suitable 

connections and data, the Internet of Things can resolve traffic 

congestion problems and decrease noise, crime, and pollution 

[11]. 

 

 

Connected 

Cars 

These vehicles are linked with Internet access and can share 

that access with others, just like connecting to a wireless 

network in a home or office. More vehicles are beginning to 

link with this functionality, so be prepared to see more apps 

included in future cars[12]. 

 

 

IoT in 

Agriculture 

With the continuous rise in world's population, request for 

food supply is extremely raised. Governments are helping 

farmers to use advanced techniques and research to raise food 

production. Smart farming is one of the fastest growing fields 

in IoT [13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Healthcare 

Healthcare    Connected healthcare yet remains the sleeping 

titan of the Internet of Things applications. The connotation of 

the connected healthcare system and smart medical devices 

endure massive potential not just for companies, but also for 

the well-being of people in general. Research proves that 

Internet of Things in healthcare will be enormous in next 

years. IoT in healthcare is looking forward to enabling people 

to live healthier lives by wearing connected devices. The 

collected data will help in the personalized analysis of an 

individual’s health and provide tailor-made strategies to 

combat illness [14]. 

Table 1 security problems 

Fig 1 five stage of the development of the internet  

Table 2 application of IoT 
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physician system and internet between them.  The remote healthcare system is described in the following figure (fig 2).

 

To take about IoMT it must be the first take about body area 

network (BAN) which is the network of some of the medical 

sensor that built in the human body and microcontrollers such 

as the following figure (fig 3). 

With the increase of the number of sensors, it will lead to 

complex circuits so IoMT system needs E-health shield that 

collects all sensors in one place and avoids the complex 

circuits. The following figure shows the sensor needed to 

make healthcare system and the shield needed (fig 4). 

By using the previous method the data of patient become 

available and easy to stolen or modified before sending 

patient data to doctor so Security and privacy of the patient's 

data is the main concern of the IoMT. Patients' record must be 

secure and private because it holds personal information and it 

private to patients. According to Gartner forecast, there are 

8.4 billion internet-connected IoT devices in use currently and 

most new business systems and business processes will 

incorporate IoT[19]. 

Although the patients' records must be private and secure it 

must be available for all authorized people such as physician 

or nurses or hospitals staff at all time and thus can happen by 

making an authentication method to permit anyone to have 

credentials to access this data. To secure data we must achieve 

three points the following table (table 3) describe the three 

points to achieve security [20]. 

 

Property Descriptions 

Fig 2 Remote IoMT Model 

Fig 4 Healthcare sensors and shield 

Table 3 security challenges 

Fig 3 BAN : body area network 
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Confidentiality Confidentiality refers to anyone can access 

patients data must be the confident person to 

leave that information to access by him. When 

the communication between two parties in a 

relationship such as patient and doctor, this is 

meaning that this communication has 

Confidentiality property. 

Privacy Privacy is the distinct from confidentiality 

because privacy is the patient has a right to 

access the data alone without sharing  that data 

with any person 

Security Security is mean how to protect the private 

patients'' data from the access from output 

access and don't let anyone see it before show 

his credentials. 

Any Security System must have an encryption method and 

authentication method to achieve the previous three point of 

security. 

3. Related work 
The security and privacy issue are the big challenge that faces 

IoT from the beginning of the appearance of the field[21].at 

first scientists think to build an architecture that divides the 

problem into parts and solves each part. One example of this 

architecture is open web application security project 

(OWASP). OWASP is an organization that focuses on 

increasing the security of any open source software. OWASP 

develops a medical device that helps healthcare to the secure 

patients' data [22]. CGI’s white paper [23] starts to get a 

solution for improving the security and privacy of healthcare 

system. Some research started to interest in the security of 

healthcare system that pushes Lobna Yehia et al to describe 

some of the application that helps in secure data on the 

internet of medical things field[24]. Lastly, in 2017, 

Muhammad Usman et al develop a lightweight encryption 

technique that changes the shape of the data by the mix 

between two encryption method and this method is described 

in [25]. 

Scientist in all previous work try to developed software that 

solve security problem but there is scientist that try to solve 

the problem by building hardware that solve security problem. 

Feldhofer [26] start to think to make an encryption technique 

using hardware by make encryption using AES method in 

RFID but it cost a lot of gates and store the small number of 

bits [27]. Jung et al developed a method with using a 

minimum number of gates by comparing by Feldhofer [28]. 

This problem of a large number of gates push scientist to use a 

another method of encryption but using the hash function and 

this describes in [28][29][30] But the disadvantage of this 

method is needed to store two states of function so it's 

overload to the circuits. Peris et al think to use a lightweight 

algorithm for encryption and using an authentication method 

that results from a low cost and the little number of the 

gate[30] but with a limitation in an RFID. The scientist starts 

to think in another solution to secure data because the problem 

that faces them in using RFID so two methods appear with 

make an authenticated encryption algorithm but between the 

tag and the reader [31][32]. But all method of try to use 

hardware is failed because the attackers hack them before 

[33].so the researchers move towards encrypting data at 

communication level [34] but it will cause a lot of problem 

such as delay, lose in the packet and need a lot of energy and 

power[35] so researcher now using a lightweight encryption 

technique such as [36][37]. No one can develop a public key 

method because it needed a lot of processing which no 

Arduino kit can hold [34].  

4. WIFI security system 
The component of the proposed system is illustrated in the 

following table (table 4). 

 

COMPONENT TYPE NAME 

Kit Esp2866wifi module 

Sensors Lm35 sensor 

Breadboard Breadboard 

Electric Cable Hook up wires 

The following figure (fig5) shows server side in the proposed 

system. 

 

 

Figure 6 (fig 6) illustrates the client side in the proposed 

system 

 

 

The following figure illustrates the block diagram that 

describes the proposed security system 

 

.  

 

 

Table 4system hardware specification  

Fig 5 Server side of the proposed system 

Fig 6 Client side of the proposed system 
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The security proposed system is divided into two system, the 

first system is in patient side which is consist of two 

algorithms one for encryption and other one for encoding. The 

second system is in physician side which decrypt and 

decoding the data to get the original data. The proposed 

system encrypts data and decrypts it by using key with 256 bit 

length and block size with 128 bit length. 

The following table describes each notation that used in the 

algorithm (table 5) [38]. 

 

Notations Meaning 

   Physician i 

   Patient i 

   Client side 

   Physician server 

   Rotated key i 

   Patient vital signs of    

   Temperature    

    Sensor 

    Original data 

    ASCII of     

    ASCII data     but in the 

shape of matrix 

     Encoded matrix data 

   Encoded data 

N Shift magnitude of    
   Key of encryption 

      State of data (data in two 

dimension array form) 

     Round key 

  

   SubBytes process 

      Data after shift row process 

L Shift magnitude of shift row 

process 

R Number if rows 

      Is a fixed matrix 

[

         
         
         
                  

] to make mix 

column process 

      Encoded encryption data in a 

form of two dimension array 

     Encoded encryption data 

     Last key use in encryption 

     
   Is a inversed matrix of        

[

         
         
         
                 

] 

      Data after mix column 

process 

   Value of encoded data    

    Length of encoded data 

     Message   from ASCII 

    Username of   stored in code 

    Password of    stored in 

code 

H Validity check 

   Username that    entered 

      Password that    entered 

 

The idea is helping physician    to monitor the status of his 

patients   , so the patient's data    need to send to server side 

   through the internet but the data become may be stolen or 

modified so before sending the patient's data to physician, the  

Data must be encrypted at client side    . The proposed 

system is encoded data with Walsh Hadamard and then 

encrypts data by encrypting it with AES method with using 

the rotated key   then    send this data to local wifi then local 

wifi send receives encoded and encrypted data     to server 

side   ,   start to decrypt      using same     which is rotated 

every round then decoded it to facilitate the ability of 

physician    to access the patients    data. To protect the 

patients'    data from outside access an authentication method 

Fig 7 Security system block diagram 

Table 5 notation table 
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is applied to system to overcome this problem so the proposed 

system is divide into two main algorithm on for describe 

encryption and encoding technique and called Sensor Data 

authenticated encoding and Encryption Algorithm and the 

other one is for describe decoding, decryption and 

authentication technique and called Sensor Data authenticated 

decoding and Decryption Algorithm. 

A. SENSOR DATA AUTHENTICATED ENCODING AND 

ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM 

The following steps present our sensor data authenticated 

encoding encryption algorithm: 

Algorithm 1 encoding encryption algorithm 

1. Patient vital signs    has been measured by sensors 

such as temperature  

2. Data    is encoded by The ESP8266 of client side   by 

using Walsh Hadamard 

3. Encoded data    is encrypted by using by a synchronizer 

key    to apply AES method but with rotated  .  

4. Encrypted data     is sent to local Wi-Fi through 

ESP2866 of client side     

5. Encrypted data     is sent to ESP6288 of physician 

server    through Local Wi-Fi 

Authenticated encoding and Encryption Algorithm can be 

comprised into 3 phases acquiring phase, encoding phase and 

encryption phase. 

Acquiring phase  

In this phase sensor     detect data and send it to client side 

  . The following table (table 6) shows the steps that the 

proposed system takes to acquiring data. 

 

Step name  Description 

(A1) Sensors     detect patient vital 

signs    such as e.g. temperature    
(A2) Sensors     send this data     to 

client side  . 
(A3)   received   . 

Encoding phase 

In this phase data     can be encoding with fast Walsh 

Hadamard encoding method. The following table (table 7) 

shows the steps that the proposed system takes to encoding 

data with Walsh Hadamard.   

 

Step 

name  

Description 

(E1)    Convert     to the equivalent ASCII 

code      
 

(E2)    Insert     in a matrix     where each 

ASCII of data is represent an element in a 

matrix     but matrix     should to be 

with a length of 2 or power of 2. 

 

(E3)   start to encode the     by add each 

element of     to        until n/2 where 

n is size of matrix and start add from first 

element with index 0 to index n/2 element 

and subtract each element of     to  

      from first element with index n/2 

+1 to element with last index and store 

this new matrix in      
 

(E4) Divide the matrix       to two matrixes 

and then do step E3 to each matrix. 

 

(E5)    Repeat step from E3 to E4 until when 

divide matrix to one element in each 

matrix 

 

(E6) Subtract each element from 256 to ensure 

that each element is from the range 0 to 

255 but apply subtract the element from 0 

to N/2 index number 

 

(E6) Get the ASCII      and store it in matrix 

   

Encryption phase 

In this phase encoded data   can be encrypted with AES 

method but with a rotated key  . The following table (table 8) 

shows the steps that the proposed system takes to encrypt data 

with AES with rotated key. 

 

Step 

name  

Description 

(EE1)   compute new key         then    repeat 

this step if i>length(  ) 
 

(EE2)   compute     =   

(EE3)   computes     =         then    compute 

     =SD(    ) 

(EE4)    computes       =          while L=0 at 

first then repeat with increase L by this 

equation L=L+1 if l<R and this called s-

byte or s-box 

(EE5)   computes           ⨂      then    

compute             

(EE6)   computes a key expansion 

  :  =           SD(          
      ) then compute   =  :           

SD(       ) then      repeat steps from 

(EE3) to (EE6) until a number of round 

determined but if I is a last round escape 

step (EE5) 

(EE7)   computes            then     send      

to local WiFi 

After encryption phase local wifi send data to server side 

  where data can decrypted and decoded. 

Table 6 acquiring phase 

Table 7 encoding phase 

Table 8 encryption phase 
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B. SENSOR DATA AUTHENTICATED DECODING AND 

DECRYPTION ALGORITHM 

In this section data decryption, decoding and authentication 

will be discussed. The following steps are our sensor data 

authentication decryption algorithm: 

Algorithm 2 decoding decryption algorithm 

1. Physician side     using  the rotated key   to 

decrypt       that sent from patient side  

2. Physician side    decode    to get the original 

data    using the reverse Walsh Hadamard   

3. Physician side    is upload data to website 

build upon    with an authentication method. 

4. The doctor    can open a website with his 

credentials then access patients' data. 

Authenticated decoding and Decryption Algorithm can be 

comprised into three phases decryption phase, decoding phase 

and authentication phase. 

Decryption phase 

In this phase server side    decrypts encryption encrypted data 

     WITH AES method with a rotated key     . The 

following table (table 9) shows the steps that the proposed 

system takes to decrypt data. 

 

STEP NAME DESCRIPTION 

(D1) LOCAL WIFI SEND      
TO   

(D2)   COMPUTES NEW KEY 

        THEN     REPEAT 

THIS STEP IF I>LENGTH(  ) 
(D3)   COMPUTES     =     

(D4)    computes      =         then 

  compute       =         while L=0 

at first then repeat with increase L 

by this equation L=L+1 if l<R 

(D5)   COMPUTE     =SD(     ) 

(D6)    computes      =           then 

   computes           ⨂     
   

(D7)    compute       =          while 

L=0 at first then repeat with 

increase L by this equation L=L+1 

if l<R 

(D8)    compute      =SD(     ) then    

compute       =       

(D9)    computes a key expansion 

    :  =             

SD(                    ) 

then compute 

  =    :               

SD(           ) then    repeat 

steps from (E5) to (D7) until a 

number of n-i<0 

(D10)   COMPUTES         

 

Decoding phase 

In this phase server side    Decode encoded data    With 

Walsh Hadamard method. The following table (table 10) 

shows the steps that the proposed system takes to decoding 

data. 

 

Step 

name  

Description 

(DD1) 
   Convert    from the ASCII code to        

 

(DD2) 

Add eaxh element to 256 to return the message 

     but apply subtract the element from 0 to 
N/2 index number 

 

(DD3) 

 

   compute     by make reverse of Fast Walsh 
Hadamard by start with two following element 

in and then use 4 element to get original 

message and store it in     
 

(DD4) 
   Convert     from ASCII code and store it in  

     
 

(DD5)    Upload     to website that is created in   

Authentication phase 

In this phase doctor    require authentication to monitor 

patient through a website   that located in a server side. The 

following table (table 11) shows the steps that the proposed 

system takes to prove that data is authenticated. 

 

Step 

name  

Description 

(AU1) 

   Enter name of website or ip of 

website eg. 192.168.1.80. 

 

(AU2) 

Website need authentication by     
and     
 

(AU3) 

  enter   and       in the website 

authentication form then    compute 

H=      &&           
 

(AU4) 
IF H=0 then   permit    to monitor    
if H 0 repeat from step (AU2) 

5. Experimental Results and Discussion 
The proposed system contains two components ESP2866 kit 

with the lm35 sensor at the client side and ESP2866 kit at the 

server side. The results of encryption and encoding on the 

Table 9 decryption phase 

Table 10 decoding phase 

Table 11 authentication phase 
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client side and results of decoding and decryption at the server 

side will be presented in this section. 

A. Results at client side 

At the first sensors acquire data from patient and send it to 

ESP2866 kit for example a temperature sensor lm35 measures 

the temperature of patient and sent it to patient kit at which it 

converts to its ASCII code and then decoded with Walsh 

Hadadmard then subtract each element from 256 to convert 

the message to its ASCII code again but apply subtract the 

element from 0 to N/2 index number then the result message 

from encoding is encrypted using AES method but with a 

rotated key to prevent any one to access this message in the 

way to doctor.  The following table (Table 12) shows the 

measurements of the lm35 temperature sensor and the 

message after encoding, conversion to ASCII and encryption. 

 
Step Result 

Data from sensors 23.85 17.72 

Fast Walsh 

Hadamard encoded 

message 

288 10 84 30 118 -32 -86 

-12 

287 3 85 21 123 -33 -

79 -15 

After subtract each 

element from  256 

33 -245 -171 -255 118 -32 

-86 -12 

32 -252 -170 -234 

123 -33  79 -15 

ASCII of  encoded 

message 

! U v⸮⸮ VT{ ⸮߱ VT{ ⸮߱ 

Message send to the 

server 

FT⸮ ⸮4NTK ⸮⸮ ⏟ ⸮w⸮⸮⸮!-⸮e⸮2k 

The following table (table 13) shows how the data encryption 

and decoding when enlarging data  

 

Step Result 

Data from 

sensors 

20.10001 20.01122 

Fast Walsh 

Hadamard 

encoded message 

386 -2 2 6 0 0 4 4 386 -2 2 

6 0 0 4 4 

 390 0 2 4 -6 0 6 

4 390 0 2 4 -6 

0 6 4 

After subtract 

each element 

from  256 

131 -257 -253 -249 -255 -

255 -251 251 386 -2 2 6 0 

0 4 4 

135 -255 -253 

-251 -261 -255 

-249 -251 390 

0 2 4 -6 0 6 4 

ASCII of  

Encoded 

message 

⸮⸮⌐||⸮⸮¬ ⸮⌐|⸮|⸮ 

Message send to 

the server 
yT$⸮⸮⸮똘⸮u⸮⸮K⸮d Ǽ⸮/⸮⸮⸮⸮

⸮⸮z/⸮+⸮} 

 

B. Result in server side 
The server side receives the encrypted encoded message then 

the server starts to get the original message by decrypting data 

using ASE method but with rotated key and then add 255 to 

each element from the 0 to N/2 index number and then 

decoding it by doing reverse Walsh Hadamard. 

The following table (table 14) shows how the receiver get 

original message.  

 

 
Step Result 

Message received 

from the patient's 

client 

FT⸮ ⸮4NTK ⸮⸮ ⏟ ⸮w⸮⸮⸮!-⸮e⸮2k 

Decrypted Message ! U v⸮⸮ VT{ ⸮߱ VT{ ⸮߱ 

Add256 to  each 

element until 

element with n/2 

index number 

33 -245 -171 -255 

118 -32 -86 -12 

32 -252 -170 -234 123 -

33  79 -15 

ASCII Conversion 

and  Fast Walsh 

Hadamard decoding  

288 10 84 30 118 -32 

-86 -12 

287 3 85 21 123 -33 -79 -

15 

Message send to the 

server 

23.85 17.72 

The following table (table 15) shows the result when 

enlarging data: 

 

Step Result 

Message received 

from the patient's 

client 

yT$⸮⸮⸮똘⸮u⸮⸮K⸮

d 

Ǽ⸮/⸮⸮⸮⸮⸮

⸮z/⸮+⸮} 

Decrypted 

Message 

⸮⸮||⸮⸮¬ ⸮⌐|⸮|⸮ 

Add256 to  each 

element until 

element with n/2 

index number 

131 -257 -253 -249 -

255 -255 -251 251 386 -

2 2 6 0 0 4 4 

135 -255 -253 -

251 -261 -255 -

249 -251 390 0 2 4 

-6 0 6 4 

ASCII Conversion 

and  Fast Walsh 

Hadamard 

decoding  

386 -2 2 6 0 0 4 4 386 -2 

2 6 0 0 4 4 

390 0 2 4 -6 0 6 4 

390 0 2 4 -6 0 6 

4 

Message send to 

the server 

20.10001 20.01122 

 
Then the original data is uploaded to a website that is built at 

a server side but its authenticated website. If a doctor wants to 

show patient data he must enter his name and his password to 

access this data. 

6. performance evaluation 
There are two main things to compare between encryption 

algorithms with another is how the data is secure enough and 

the speed of the method used. The proposed system is 

working without the intervention of human and the key is 

coding is in hardware kit so it's difficult to attack and get the 

key from hardware because most of the attacks use malicious 

software to attack any person but there no intervention of the 

user to active this malicious software.  

The proposed system consist of encoding and encryption so 

the data is changed more than one time so it difficult to 

predict or get this data by trying because it will cost a lot of 

time to get it. The following table (table 16) compares 

between the proposed system and another method in a time 

(microsecond) with small data. 

 

Algorithm` BytesProcessed 

Encrypt 

and encode 

Time (ms) 

Decrypt and 

decode Time 

(ms) 

Table 12 results at Client side 

Table 14 results from Server side 

Table 13 results at Client side when enlarge data 

Table 15 results from Server side when enlarge data 

Table 16 Evaluation Performance with small data  
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AES with 

rotated key 

with Walsh 

Hadamard 

encoding 

8 14440 11980 

AES 8 14343 11908 

DES 8 18435 18432 

3DES 8 55657 54158 

The table shows that our method takes less time than the other 

methods except for AES method because the proposed system 

uses AES and Walsh Hadamard. The difference time between 

AES and the proposed system is that the proposed system is 

acceptable while we change the shape of the data. The 

following table (table 17) compares between the proposed 

system and another method in a time (microsecond) when 

enlarging data.  

 

Algorithm BytesProcessed 

Encrypt and 

encode Time 

(ms) 

decrypt and 

decode Time 

(ms) 

AES with 

rotated key 

with Walsh 

Hadamard 

encoding 

4,096 36323 35689 

AES 4,096 30386 29941 

DES 4,096 40105 38325 

3DES 4,096 130947 129814 

The table (table 17) show that the method using a 

compression technique so when large data it perform fast than 

another method except for AES method. The following figure 

(fig 8) shows the chart of each method by using the result of 

the previous two tables. 

 

 

The pervious result prove that AES method is better than the 

proposed system in a time but the following table (table 18) 

prove that the proposed system is more secure than AES. 

 

Factor AES method Walsh Hadamard 

with AES 

Key Use same key  Key change after 

each encryption 

Time  Less  More  

Implementation 

place  

Any place  Embedded in 

hardware  

Iteration to hack  Less More  

Destination  Don't have 

authentication method  

Have authentication 

method to get data 

The previous table shows that the proposed system is secure 

by comparing with AES with the factors like the encryption 

key, in the proposed system is changed so if the attacker gets 

the data or key, he can't use it to get the next data but with 

comparing with the time AES is better than the proposed 

system because the proposed system use Walsh Hadamard 

with AES. The main factor that distinct the proposed system 

is it embedded in hardware without the intervention of 

individual so it difficult to hack because a lot of hack method 

depends on the human that active their malicious software but 

AES is software can implement in any computer so it can 

hack. The number of iterations needs to penetration the data is 

nine cycle but the proposed system use AES and also the data 

is changed many times by decoding it and convert it to ASCII 

so it needs much time to penetrate it. The proposed system is 

developed with an authentication method to permit any person 

to get data except that one has credentials to access data. 

computational complexity of encoding and Encryption 

algorithm is O(n log n+mc+k) where k is key length, n is 

original data length, m is the number of round and c is a 

scaling factor depending on whether you're using 192 or 256-

bit keys. Since m and c is constant so time complexity at 

client side is O (n log n +k). The computational complexity of 

decoding and decryption algorithm is O(n log n+mc+k) Since 

m and c are constant so time complexity at client side is O (n 

log n +k). 

In The paper [36] show that SIT method take 3006 cycles and 

AES method take 2739 cycle when encrypted 64-bit data, if 

we suppose that each cycle takes 1ms and this is little by 

knowing that AES take 14343 ms when encrypted 8 data then 

the SIT takes 26739 ms and AES takes 3006ms. The 

difference between the time of two methods is 267 and when 

using a enlarge data this difference will be increased but the 

time difference in the proposed system when encrypting 64 

data is increase by n log n while comparing with AES method 

so the difference is 115.59 microsecond, so the proposed 

system is good in a time than SIT method. 

0

50000

100000

150000

8 byte64 byte4096 byte

time  

number of bytes  

AES

Table 17EvaluationPerformance with large data  

Fig 8 chart of the time difference of methods  

Table 18 difference between AES and proposed system  
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7. Conclusion 
In this paper, the proposed system introduces an encryption 

encoding method to secure patient's data and presents an 

authentication method to prevent anyone to access this data 

except anyone who have a credentials (username and 

password).  

Our future work is increasing the number of the sensor in our 

system, and we will focus on making the shield for collector 

IoMT sensors without using complex circuits and we will 

increase the flexibility of the proposed system by trying to 

encrypt binary data like the image. The main concern in the 

future work is testing the proposed system with protocols like 

TCP, UDP.    
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